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Writing mistakes may cost fortune or life!
A Small Difference May Make a Big Impact
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Rationale
• Support for faculty
• Limited Research Development professionals
• Target audience – Research Administrators
o Early access 
o Professional development
Pre-Workshop
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Internal Pilot
• Content development
o Collaboration between two offices
o Meetings 
o Document sharing on cloud
• Pilot workshop
o Internal
o Attendees from various units 
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Topics
• Why grants should be edited
• Editing checklist & tips
• Grant components
• Grant editing example
• Logistics & working with faculty
Workshop
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Other Editing
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Concise Writing






• Revise long sentences
Workshop
Topics
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Concise Writing Example
In order to assess the patient–provider relationship, we will call up patients who 
have very high HbA1c levels and ask about their satisfaction, because focusing on 
these patients will completely ensure that we understand the provider 
relationship for high-risk patients due to the fact that their HbA1c is so high.
To assess the patient–provider relationship, we will call patients who have high 
HbA1c levels and ask about their satisfaction. This will ensure we understand the 
provider relationship for high-risk patients. 
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Formatting & Visual Appeal
• White space is good!
o Left aligned
o Spaces between paragraphs
o Indent paragraphs if no spacing
• Use underline or bold sparingly for emphasis
Workshop
Topics
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vs
Save space by moving heading
Underline for emphasis
Indent further and/or include 
spaces between paragraphs
Make aims stand out
Make separate “impact” paragraph 
with bolded “Impact” heading
Left 
aligned
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Not-so-Obvious Spelling Mistakes
• Impotence vs. Importance
• Causality vs. Casualty
• Defiantly vs. Definitely 
• Reagents vs. Regents (of the University of Michigan)
• Principle vs. Principal (Investigator)
• Moody vs. Mody (last name)
• Asses vs. Assess (verb)
Don’t just trust spell check!
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Measures Times
Patient Measures
Primary outcome, medication adherence, measured 2 
ways: patient self-report (past 7 days of behaviors), EMR 
query (prescription refill examination)
T0, T1, T2, 
T3 
Self-Efficacy – 11 questions measure patient self-efficacy 
in care
T0, T3
Satisfaction with care T0, T3
Clinical/laboratory measures: blood pressure, weight, 
heart rate
T0, T1, T2, 
T3
Demographics: age, sex, race, ethnicity, income, 
education, marital status, employment status
T0
Provider Measures 
Provider demographics: discipline, years in practice, sex, 
race
T0
Willingness to adopt intervention T0
Fidelity to intervention T3
Provider self-efficacy – 11 questions measure provider 
self-efficacy
T0, T3
Table X. Study Measures T0 T1 T2 T3
Patient Measures
Medication adherence
(self-report & EMR query) X X X X
Self-efficacy in care X X
Satisfaction with care X X
Clinical measures 




Willingness to adopt intervention X
Fidelity to intervention X
Provider self-efficacy X X
Table Example
The examples provided in the workshop were extremely helpful.
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Grant Components
• Dissection of NIH instructions
• NIH research grant documents
• Specific Aim page  
Workshop
Topics
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Audience Engagement
• After the checklist walk-through
• Hands-on editing
Workshop
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Specific Aim Page Editing
Workshop
…interactive portion was great
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Take-Home Materials
Workshop
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Resources
Handouts were very helpful and pleasing to read.
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Survey
Workshop
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Sessions
Date # of Attendees Location
August, 2018 32 Medical Campus
September, 2018 19 NCRC*
January 10, 2019 61 Medical Campus
February 7, 2019 43 Medical Campus
June 10, 2019 33 NCRC*
Total 188
*NCRC: North Campus Research Complex





• 117 surveys 
o 62% response rate
Post-Workshop
?
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Post-Workshop
Survey Questions
• What is your status?
• Years of experience editing scientific/non-scientific portion
• Intend to start offering editing assistance to faculty
• After learning specific editing strategies, confidence in ability to edit
• Interested in attending an advanced proposal editing workshop?
• Comments
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Strongly agree = 5
Somewhat agree = 4
Neither agree nor disagree = 3
Somewhat disagree = 2






Scientific Portion Non-Scientific Portion
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I have done some editing on an 'as needed' basis. The workshop confirmed -
for me - my previous approaches to editing proposals and publication drafts. I 
would be very interested in more advanced editing workshops. Thanks!
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Conclusions
• Editing skills are learnable
• The entry-level editing training is effective and helpful
• Many research administrators show interest in proposal editing
• Many have been editing for faculty
• A more advanced workshop is in high demand
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Lessons Learned
• Emphasize the content level in the announcement
• Leave buffer time for “active” participants
• Clarify objectives at the beginning 
• Study audience
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